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About This Game

Description

Magic Gun is a VR First-Person Shooting Tower Defense Game.
Every Night, the monsters come and attacking your Obelisks.

You need to use your magic guns shooting down the monsters and protect your Obelisks!

Gameplay

Charging

There are three Magic Elements in front of you. You may charge your magic gun by Touching the Elements and Holding the
Trigger Button.

Discharging

You may shoot the Magic Bullets after your charge your magic guns.

Fire Bullet can Deal High Damage to an Area. It's good to against a group of enemies on Ground.
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Ice Bullet can Freeze an enemy for a short time. It's good to against a Strong and Fast Enemy.
Light Bullet can shoot at a very fast rate. It's easy to aim and good to against the enemies on sky.
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Title: Magic Gun
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Angus Seung
Publisher:
Angus Seung
Release Date: 21 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better, Video Output: HDMI 1.4, DisplayPort
1.2 or newer

DirectX: Version 10

English
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I'm not usually one to write reviews but I really want to support this game. I've had so much fun playing with my brother and I
know he has too. This is a great game, especially considering the fact that it's still in early access. Can't wait to see the final
product!
Pros
- The game runs very smooth and looks great visually
- Split Screen option
- Good customization options
- Every map feels unique
- So far, I have only been met with a couple minor bugs
Cons
- My only gripe is that I wish it had more content in the way of maps and game-modes.
. Short but Quick...Like my sex life.
I never knew that inside a women she had defense cannons....
educational :). This Game has such high potential. The Release date says "July 18, 2014", so I'm not sure if they're still going to
release it or not, but I fully think they should. It's a fun little RTS game, and could eventually have an unlimited campaign /
skrimish options.

The graphics are obviously on the low end side, but it doesn't take away from the game itself. I like the over view AoM / Sim
City game play style, although I think it needs better map navigation.

It's unique, and powerfully addicting. Or maybe that's because I have a weird Zombie Addiction.
But to wrap this review all up, I really think this company needs to push forward and release this.

- I I I. As you can see i have 20 minutes gametime. This includes doing the tutorial, messing with graphics settings, completing
the game, going back to try the game again with even lower graphics settings. Total gameplay without the loading screens
including tutorial is something like 12.
In those 12 minutes you get yet another wave-shooter, a quite pretty one that plays badly, the throwing of balls feels completely
unnatural compared to throwing things in other games (like the lab or budget cuts) and the performance on my gtx 1070 was
horrible, framerates as low as 40 fps was logged, usually bouncing between 60-80fps making for a nausious experience. This
with graphics settings on normal and the supersampling feature (1.27x default) dialed back to 1.0.
Apparently this game features some new AMD technology (i saw it featured on the amd press release for vega) so maybe it
plays better on an AMD gpu, an nvidia gtx 1070 is defently not enough to run this game thou so be ware nvidia users.

All in all this game adds absolutely nothing to the VR scene, its a simple wave shooter much like last years early games but with
severe performance issues and not very immersive, doesnt feel like you are there due to unnatural controls.

It is simply one of those game devs that go "if we make pretty screenshots we dont need any content or gameplay"
If you are looking for an extremely short wave shooter (think every vive owner is sick of them by now thou) for the vive there
are plenty of other options. I came across this game on YouTube and wanted to play it immediately! now when i come to the
main menu, i click start and nothing happens. when i click anything nothing happens.... i have a Alienware laptop any help
would be great. A good puzzle game with fairly increasing difficulty and a deep focus on level design. It's a little bit flawed in
quality but nevertheless charming in style and has a good price value ratio.
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*Even at the updated price this game is still not worth it* July 24.

I really enjoy this game, don't get me wrong. And i've put a lot of hours into it, because the concept of the game is absolutely
amazing. However I cannot give this a positive rating at this time. The game is riddled with bugs, sometimes game breaking. It
could be a bug causing your country to go bankrupt, or maybe it'll cause you to have excessive inflation, or causes a breakdown
in the correlation between the decisions you make and the ingame economics.

Instead of fixing the game crippling bugs, the developers ignore all the issues and have created Geopolitical Simulator 4.
Because they've done this instead of fixing their game (which should really be in beta release, not published as a completed
game), It has caused this 'game' to not feel like a game. Instead it feels like I have been robbed of my money.

I feel like I gave this game a fighting chance by paying full price, hoping that by supporting the developers it might encourage
them to fix the bugs. I was wrong. Save yourself the money and don't buy this broken game.

I'll change my review if the developers ever release a patch that fixes even half the issues of the game.. 10/10 for Vegan realism.

Still can't beat the first boss but maybe I just suck, anyway hilarious game.. I wish there was more games like this. Played it a
while back, but never left a review.. If we consider this as one person's game, it is good.

Try it if you love cyberpunk theme.. Looks spooky, gives you chills. Awesome soundtracks(very eerie).
A worthwhile game if you're into the maze\/puzzle dungeon cralwer sort of game. Can't really say anything bad about it.
Would only recommend buying it at a non-discount price if you're really into the genre, otherwise don't.

There's More to Do in v1.2!:
Another feature update is coming in hot! Now there's even more to do in Grapple Force Rena. Check out what's new:

 Extras Menu: Assist Mode and Color Edit have been moved to a new subsection in the main menu, "Extras". Along
with these two old features, we have two new ones:

 Music Player: Now you can enjoy the game's soundtrack with the Music Player! But not so fast - you only start with a
tiny handful of tracks unlocked. If you want to listen to the rest, you'll need to find cassette tapes hidden all through the
game's courses. Some courses even have changes and additions to their layouts to add more hiding spaces - and you can
get a couple achievements if you find them all! Happy tape-hunting!

 Time Attack: There's a brand new way to compete for the best times in Grapple Force Rena! Quickly run through any
of the six worlds, or even test your speed across the full game. Time Attack skips all cutscenes, results screens, and
disables all dialogue, with a real-time clock that doesn't pause for anything, even if you pause the game - better keep up
the pace until the very end!

I pushed this update out pretty quick this time around, so there's still a few outstanding bugs that need fixing, and there may be a
few bugs with the new features I haven't been able to account for yet - if you find anything, it'd be much appreciated if you
could log any bugs on the GalaxyTrail GitHub issue tracker[github.com]!

And just a reminder - if you've enjoyed Grapple Force Rena so far, it'd be much appreciated if you could leave us a review here
on Steam! It would help us out a lot!

NOTE: I accidentally forgot to update the version number ingame. Whoops. I'll fix it tomorrow. If you've got the extras menu,
you're running the latest version!. Uncrewed Grapple Force Rena Here comes Version 1.2.2!:
Got a nice little update coming in today! No major gameplay features this time - mostly bugfixes this time around. The two
biggest changes this time are:
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 Boss Health Portraits: Every boss in the game now has a health bar portrait just as lively and animated as Rena's! Now
your battles will truly feel like a clash of rivals!

 Propella Fella rework: The flying 'Propella Fella' enemies often gave players trouble, having been one of the only
enemies that is always attacking and deals contact damage. To bring their difficulty more in line with the rest of the
enemies in the game, they now have a clear 'attacking' state during which they deal damage, and don't deal damage at all
when they aren't attacking. A brief pause and a warning sound precedes an attack, so you'll have plenty of time to react!
Their hitbox has also been made a bit smaller, so only contact with the body will damage Rena.

There's still more features to come - so keep your eyes peeled! If you find any bugs, please report them on our GitHub bug
tracker[github.com]!. Version 1.1 incoming - new features and extras!:
The holidays are over, and PAX South is about to begin - time to sneak in a new update! Unlike all the other updates so far, this
update includes new major game features instead of just minor tweaks and bugfixes.

New in this update:

 Boss Rush: After completing the game, you'll be able to take on a new challenge - run a gauntlet through all the game's
bosses and minibosses, with only limited healing opportunity between each fight.

 Color Edit: Another post-game extra, this fun feature allows you to change parts of Rena's color palette - her hair,
tunic, scarf, and bracelets can all be changed, with a variety of different hues available for each. This affects Rena's
colors throughout the entire game, including her health bar, text box portraits, and appearances on the course select -
even on the title screen! Just something fun to spice up your achievement hunting or help personalize your speedrun ILs.

 Boss Health Bars: All bosses now have visible health bars in the upper right corner of the screen. This is very useful
for gauging your progress in a tough battle! Right now, only the health is displayed, but a future update will bring
animated portraits just like Rena's.

 Timer Display: A new selection on the Options screen allows you to replace the score display with a timer, for those
more interested in getting good times than good scores!

 Rebalancing: A few more changes made to bosses, particularly to the final boss's final phase.

If you encounter any bugs or have any suggestions for other improvements, please post them on the GalaxyTrail bug tracker on
GitHub![github.com]. Release Date Set!:
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We're swinging into action on Steam starting December 4th, 2018!

Check out the demo now here in the store of on http://GrappleForce.com. Our New Trailer is Here!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojz32jLTJ58

Check out our newest trailer! So much Grappling! So much Swinging! So much EVERYTHING!. The Downloadable Demo is
Now Available!:
As of right now, you'll be able to play a demo of the game, right here in Steam! Featuring the same content as the Grapple Force
Rena Web Demo, you'll get to try the game's entire first world - five courses of high-flying, foe-flinging adventure!. Version
1.0.7 coming tonight!:
Lots of bugfixes and QoL changes in this one! Including:

 Auto-aim now also applies to thrown objects

 Difficulty balance adjustments to final boss

 Minor layout errors corrected

 "Regrab" bug - when you sometimes shoot out a new grapple beam with an enemy pinned to it right after catching them
- has been fixed

 Offscreen enemies in 3-5 now have an indicator

 Easier to talk to NPCs on Keyboard Only or Gamepad controls

 Control scheme no longer resets to Keyboard & Mouse on layout change

 This also fixes the annoying issue where the cursor won't show up on the main menu right away if you click past the title
screen

 Issue making crystals in 2-5 sometimes difficult to grab and pull corrected
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 Animation bug for guards & wizards corrected

If you ever encounter any bugs or other issues, feel free to post them on the GalaxyTrail bugtracker on GitHub![github.com]

Fun new post-game features are coming soon, too - keep your eyes open for v1.1!
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